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CITY’S CONTROVERSIAL
FIFTH AVENUE BUSWAY
PROPOSAL SET FOR
IMPLEMENTATION
There have been several developments in the
continuing saga of the Fifth Avenue. busway project.
For those who may still be unaware, the Fifth Avenue
Busway Proposal is a controversial project championed
by the Mayor of New York City and soon to be
implemented by the New York City Department
of Transportation (NYC-DOT). Once in effect, it will
effectively eliminate the flow of private vehicular
traffic along Fifth Avenue.
Continued on page 10

ICONIC ‘A DIAMOND IS FOREVER’
ADS SET TO RETURN
They’ve been gone for what seems like an eternity, but the De Beers’
“A Diamond Is Forever” campaign—a legendary creative marvel that most
advertising mavens consider the most effective ad campaign in history
—is coming back.
Continued on page 6
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LETTER FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Dear Friend,
On any given day my email box is stuffed with messages from city
or state agencies, public and private entities, city vendors, non-profit
organizations, and myriad other senders, all promoting several variations
of one central idea: It’s time to bring the people back to New York; to
jumpstart the economy; and to start filling those stores and streets with
tourists and workers who are ready and eager to spend, spend, spend.
But as loud as the rebuild and return refrain has become, it still hasn’t
drowned out the giant sucking sound—Ross Perot’s astute description of
NAFTA—of New York’s resources and energy bleeding dry.
It wasn’t long ago that the pied-piper of New York’s ever-turning,
ever-churning vibe brought a daily crop of bold, ambitious, soon-to-be
New Yorkers streaming over city bridges and through its tunnels. All arrived
eager to settle in and fall head over heels in love with the world’s one true perpetual motion machine.
Who would have imagined our beloved city could sink so deep in so short a time? Driving through upper
Manhattan several days ago, I was shocked by the condition of the streets—each filthier than the next; every
visible surface mottled with graffiti; a maniacal crisscross of bike lanes, mid-street parking, yawning expanses
of roadway reserved for buses crowding the sclerotic ribbons of pavement allotted for private vehicles; and
the obvious confusion of drivers struggling to navigate this baffling mess.
It reminds me of the equally baffling busway proposal soon to restrict all private vehicle traffic along
Fifth Avenue. You can learn much more about this project inside—especially how seven BIDs bordering
(or consisting of) Fifth Avenue joined together in urging the city to take a breather before drastically
transforming one of the city’s most iconic avenues. Alas, the battle yielded little success, leading one to
wonder: Will tourists and workers want to return to the gridlock and chaos this will immediately create?
Now consider the steady drumbeat of violent encounters that take place daily on public transportation.
It’s unfortunate timing for the city to declare war on private vehicles when countless commuters fear for their
lives every time they step through a turnstile.
You can sense the unease as New York’s thrilling vibe is overtaken by a menacing air of unpredictability.
Can it be reversed? Definitely. It’s been done before.
It begins by letting up on the gas of experimental re-engineering of the city. For New York to rebuild and
return will require renewed focus on the bread and butter of city life—clean accessible streets, and confidence
in the safety of the city’s multi-billion dollar public transportation infrastructure. We need to stop that giant
sucking sound. Only then will the New York City we knew and loved return.
Warm regards,

Avi Fertig
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IN THE NEWS
Tourneau Name Change Debuts at
Midtown TimeMachine Flagship
The time has come.
Tourneau’s shift to a new
identity kicked off with the
September 1st unveiling of
the Bucherer 1888/Tourneau
TimeMachine American
Part of the Bucherer Blue U.S.
flagship at 12 E. 57th St.
collection. Image courtesy of
in
New York City. The name
Bucherer
change is the decision of
Tourneau’s new owner—Swiss-based watchmaker,
Lucerne, which aims to introduce its presently barelyfamiliar Bucherer brand to U.S. consumers. The plan
is to gradually phase out the Tourneau name.
To celebrate trashing the iconic Tourneau name,
Lucerne is debuting a Bucherer Blue collection made
available to U.S. customers for the first time. Since
2016, more than 50 blue accented watches have been
created in a collaboration between watch brands
and Bucherer.
The Bucherer Blue U.S. collection consists of 27
watches, including a Piaget Possession diamond
watch and an azure-colored Breitling Navitimer
Chronograph 41 watch. In honor of Tourneau’s first
New York City store opened in 1930, thirty Carl F.
Bucherer Heritage Bicompax Annual with gradient
blue dial and an ode to the New York skyline etched
on the back, will be available for sale. To add a bit
of whimsy, a custom-made Bucherer Blue Harley
Davidson motorcycle in blue and rose gold is parked
is parked inside the store.
The Bucherer Blue collection is initially
available only at the New York flagship and online
at Tourneau.com and set for a full rollout at all
Bucherer 1988/Tourneau stores nationwide later
this year.
SOURCE: Kristin Young for JCK Online
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Britney Spears’ Fabulous Engagement
Ring Dazzles Instagram Fans
Pop superstar Britney
Spears dazzled all of
Instagram in September
when she unveiled the 4carat diamond engagement
she received from actor,
Britney Spears gives reporters
model, personal trainer
a closer look at her engageSam Asghari. Spears and
ment ring. Image courtesy of
Sam Asghari Instagram
boyfriend, now-fiancé,
Asghari, have been dating for five years.
The setting designed by 47th Street Diamond District
jeweler Forever Diamonds NY, consists of a round
brilliant stone in a platinum cathedral setting,
henceforth to be known as “The Britney.”
According to a release from Forever Diamonds NY,
“[Asghari] enhanced this timeless, floating solitaire
design with pavé detailing on the bridge and flush
set diamonds on the prongs and basket, adding
a sentimental touch by engraving ‘Lioness,’ his
personal nickname for her, on the inside of the band.”
“We are thrilled to congratulate Britney and Sam
on their recent engagement,” said Roman Malayev,
founder of Forever Diamonds NY. “We couldn’t feel
more honored to create this ring for such a special
couple. Their journey together has touched people
around the world and we’re so excited to be a part
of their forever.”
SOURCE: James Ritchie for INSTOREMAG

Hey Buddy, Can You Spare a Rolex?
Congratulations! You decided
to make the leap and invest in a
new Rolex watch! Well, better get
on line. That’s because desperate
Rolex retailers are already scrounging
for inventory and aren’t having
much success.
According to Eric Wind, founder
of Wind Vintage, in an interview with
Yahoo Finance, one factor leading
to the shortage was the temporary
manufacturing shutdown of manufacturing plants last
year as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. Wind says
Rolex has since ramped up production and on track to
resume its typical annual production rate of over one
million watches per year.
One of many currently elusive Rolex
watch models. Image
courtesy of Rolex
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“But you have many, many millions of people
fighting to buy those watches at retail,” says Wind.
“[Rolex is] doing what they can, it’s just that demand
outstrips supply.”
The demand is high, indeed, as Business Insider
reports, a secondhand Rolex is likely to fetch prices
higher than the retail value for a brand new Rolex.
Adam Golden of Menta Watches, however, insists
that strategic scarcity orchestrated by Rolex is to blame,
not COVID.

bricks-and-mortar stores can provide better customer
engagement while providing a ready showcase for its
devices and other products.
SOURCE: Sebastian Herrera and Khadeeja Safdar for the
Wall Street Journal

It’s the Wrecking Ball for the Rolex
HQ on Fifth
Demolition plans have already been
filed for Rolex’s 1970s-era, 12-story
headquarters at 665 Fifth Avenue.
The Swiss watchmaker plans to build
a 25-story office tower in its place.

“Rolex would like to perpetuate the image that
there’s a shortage and that there’s such high demand
that they can’t produce enough to satisfy the demand,”
Golden says in an interview with Business Insider. “I think
in reality it’s just very controlled release in order to keep
that demand super high.”
SOURCE: James Ritchie for INSTOREMAG; Business
Insider

For “Department Store” Plan, Amazon
Looks Backward to its Next Frontier

The outside of an Amazon Go
location. Image courtesy of
Amazon

Infinity wasn’t big enough
for Amazon. Next stop for
the online retail juggernaut
is expanding its vast cosmic
footprint beyond the expanse
of cyberspace to the quaint
earthly bounds of bricks and
mortar.

According to a report in the Wall Street Journal,
Amazon’s strategic next frontier hearkens back to the
days when department stores ruled the retail landscape:
A group of large Amazon department stores located
throughout the U.S. to extend Amazon’s reach into
selling clothing, household items, electronics, jewelry,
and other product categories.
Industry insiders interviewed by The Wall Street
Journal believe Amazon’s first department stores will be
located in Ohio and California. Each store is expected to
be around 30,000 square feet, which is smaller than the
100,000 square feet typical of most department stores,
though significantly larger than the Amazon’s other
physical retail spaces.
Amazon is pushing into an area that has struggled
for decades. Department stores were once big, exciting
places to shop, where consumers could find everything
from toaster ovens to evening gowns under one roof.
This year, they account for less than 1%.
Amazon executives are apparently feeling that
diamonddistrict.org

Artist rendering of
new Rolex building
on Fifth Avenue.
Image courtesy of
YIMBY

Renderings of the new
building depict a modern-looking,
155,800-square-foot office
building that resembles five glass
boxes stacked on top of each other.
It will house Rolex’s offices as well
as a ground-level retail store.

Rolex has yet to release a construction timeline for
its new headquarters. Its current one remains open. In
a statement, the company promised its new building
would be energy-efficient and eco-friendly. “The quality,
precision and excellence that are associated with Rolex
will be incorporated in all aspects of the building,”
said Luca Bernasconi, president and CEO of Rolex
Watch U.S.A.
The project evinces confidence in a Midtown office
market that has been decimated by the pandemic.
Close to 20 percent of all Midtown office space was
available in the second quarter, according to a report
by Cushman & Wakefield. Meanwhile, sublease vacant
space increased by 14.7 percent to an all-time high of
12.6 million square feet.
SOURCE: Keith Larsen for TheRealDeal

Biden Granddaughter $30K Engagement
Ring Fit for Royalty

Presidential granddaughter
Naomi Biden with finance
Peter Neal. Image courtesy of
Naomi Biden Instagram

Naomi Biden, granddaughter
of President Joe Biden, took
to Instagram on September
4th to announce her plans to
marry her longtime boyfriend,
Peter Neal, with whom she
attended Columbia Law
School.

Article Continued on page 14
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Market Trends

De Beers’ Iconic ‘A Diamond
Is Forever’ Ads Return
They’ve been gone for what
seems like an eternity, but the De
Beers’ “A Diamond Is Forever”
campaign—a legendary creative
marvel that most advertising
mavens consider the most effective
ad campaign in history—is coming
back.
De Beers Group delivered the
exciting news during its annual
Las Vegas breakfast event this past
September. According to De Beers
Chief Brand Officer, David Prager,
the new “forever” marketing
campaign will again be built around the iconic tag line but updated for a new generation. The campaign,
which is expected to launch in late October, is the company’s first campaign branded as “De Beers” but
not focused on De Beers Jewelers since the late 1990s.
De Beers has so far shared very few details about the campaign. What is known is that the campaign
will promote the natural diamonds De Beers Group sells across its properties—at De Beers Jewelers
stores, via Forevermark and, eventually, through the new Code of Origin sourcing program. The company’s
lab-grown diamond line, Lightbox, which is not branded as De Beers, will not be part of this campaign.
Another aspect of the campaign that has been discussed is that it aims to be inclusive in the people
represented, the moments celebrated, and the jewelry worn, featuring designs sold at De Beers Jewelers
stores and by Forevermark.
In addition to its new campaign, De Beers will also invest in communicating about its environmental
and social programs, something the company sees as key in speaking to younger consumers today,
millennials and—to an even greater extent—Gen Z, the diverse generation that follows.
In an interview with National Jeweler, De Beers Executive Vice President Stephen Lussier said Gen Zers
are even more socially aware than their older millennial peers and “very brand-oriented” in the luxury space.
He describes this generation as one that seeks to be a part of the brands they follow and invest in;
they don’t want those brands to simply “do no harm,” rather to actively make positive change in the world.
While De Beers does a lot of good in the communities where it mines, says Prager, this message hasn’t
been communicated clearly enough to consumers.
“No matter how good our story has been,” says Prager, “it’s been very difficult to connect a consumer
to it.” The revamped “Diamond is Forever,” campaign will aim to better communicate these qualities.
SOURCE: Michelle Graffis for National Jeweler

Article Continued on page 8
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Industry Spotlight

Diamond Council of America
Overhauls Online Training Courses

Home page of DCA’s redesigned diamond course. Image courtesy of DCA

The Diamond Council of America has revamped its online education offerings and its website.
The nonprofit has introduced a new Learning Management System, which includes a new interactive
course on diamonds and expanded course content, available on a streamlined platform.
“DCA has spent the last year prioritizing the enhancement of our digital spaces. Online education
has never been more important and DCA is thrilled to be able to launch a revamped Diamond Course
in addition to providing a better user experience through the new website and Learning Management
System,” said DCA President and CEO Terry Chandler in a press release about the new system.
The Diamond Course, designed with sales associates in mind, guides students on how to apply
diamond knowledge to sales and everyday store operations.
“With these new systems in place, we can serve a larger population of the jewelry industry
and provide the education solutions that retailers need to be successful in today’s environment,”
said Chandler.
The new system will also feature courses on beginning jewelry sales, advanced jewelry sales, and
colored gemstones.
The LMS also hosts the courses Beginning Jewelry Sales, Advanced Jewelry Sales, and Colored
Gemstones. The courses are $125 per course for DCA members and $200 per course for non-DCA
members. For more information about DCA, to enroll in DCA courses or to become a member,
visit www.dcalearning.org.
SOURCE: Lenore Fedow for National Jeweler
Section Continued on page 9
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Continued from page 6

Diamond District
Market Trends
Partnership
News

U.K. Firm Reimagines Wearing
Jewelry Through Rental and
Shared Ownership Options
It’s a simple concept: Wear exquisite,
expensive jewelry when you want, without
the high cost of full ownership.
London-based online fine jewelry platform
Covett has been making this simple but
powerful option available since 2018 by
offering fractional ownership of jewels from
prestigious luxury brands to its U.K. members.
In September 2021, Covett unveiled a whole
new level of jewelry non-ownership with the
introduction of its annual subscription for
fine jewelry rental.
Covett entered the industry as the world’s
Market Trends first platform for the shared ownership of fine
jewelry and watches from exclusive; prestigious
brands. With its new rental subscription option,
“Covett is broadening and enhancing people’s
access to fine jewelry and watches,” says
Covett founder and CEO Cynthia Morrow.
Covett founder and CEO Cynthia Morrow. Image courtesy of Covett Al Torres
Photography

Covett subscribers can choose to wear
diamond and gemstone jewels from the Vault that are delivered by the platform’s concierge service.
Subscription plans are available at three levels, Silver, Gold and Platinum, with each offering a different
number of loans from the Covett Vault. “The loan period spans five consecutive days and can be extended
for an additional fee,” says Morrow.
While Covett subscriptions are presently limited to residents in London and the surrounding counties,
the company aims to expand the subscription services throughout the UK, and in due time, internationally.
“Covett seeks to be the place to invest in and access jewelry for luxury-conscious consumers of all ages,”
Morrow says. “We aim to build a company that delivers, and a community that embraces smart ownership
and subscription models for jewelry and other luxury goods.”
Covett cleans and sanitizes all pieces, plus insures them against loss, theft and damage. The jewelry
concierge hand delivers the subscriber’s piece and collects it when the five-day lending period has ended,”
Morrow adds. “All the subscriber has to do is wear, enjoy, return, and then Covett all over again.”
SOURCE: Kyle Roderick for Forbes
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Tiffany Unveils a New Collection
Tiffany & Co. is celebrating its newest collection with a collaboration
with an artist whose work blurs the line between the future and past.
American artist Daniel Arsham works across several disciplines, from
sculpture and digital art to film, furniture and set design.
Arsham’s work often manipulates one’s perspective of time, interpreting
recognizable objects—a telephone, a teddy bear, a Yankees hat, or even
a Porsche—as degrading and eroding artifacts in the fashion of ancient
Greek and Roman sculptures (which he also replicates and reinterprets).
These “future relics,” crafted in materials ranging from plaster and
crystal to bronze, imagine the contemporary trimmings of human culture
as the mark of an ancient civilization, suggesting the fleetingness of a
single lifetime.
Tiffany Knot from Tiffany's new collection. Image
courtesy of Tiffany & Co.

This makes Arsham a fitting partner for Tiffany & Co., a company committed to preserving its heritage, even as
it continues to evolve and modernize, now with its new “Tiffany Knot” collection.
The jeweler and artist collaborated on a series of sculptures in which Arsham gives the classic Tiffany & Co. box
his “future relic” treatment. Crafted in bronze, the hand-finished patina is reminiscent of the signature “Tiffany
Blue” shade.
“I always gravitate towards items that are immediately culturally recognizable. The Tiffany Blue Box has that
power,” said Arsham in a statement via Tiffany.
“I wanted to address it in a way different than how it was originally intended by giving it a distressed, aged
quality which represents its history, how much of a fixture it is in our world today, and how it will continue to be
relevant decades, even centuries from now.”
The sculptures are available in 49 limited editions.
There is also a limited-edition bracelet from Tiffany and Ashram that is part of the new Tiffany Knot range.
The Tiffany Knot x Arsham Studio bracelet is crafted in 18-karat white gold with tsavorite and white diamonds.
A special immersive installation that Tiffany said evokes Arsham’s sculpture is on view now through the end of
October on the ground floor of the Tiffany Flagship Next Door in New York City.
Tiffany has been previewing Tiffany Knot on social media throughout September in a campaign with actress
Anya Taylor-Joy, model Alton Mason, and freestyle skier and model Eileen Gu that pays homage to New York City
with the hashtag: #KnotYourTypicalCity
The collection debuted officially on Sept. 7 in the United States and will be available worldwide next year.
The appropriately named new range depicts a knot on bangles, earrings, rings, pendants, and a choker, but is
more edgy than sweet, taking its inspiration from the city’s grittiness, specifically an industrial chain-link.
Curving 18-karat yellow and rose gold forms weave together and end in sharp, jagged ends, contrasting softness
with hardness, both qualities that Tiffany said New Yorkers require to “make it” in the city.
Some pieces are accented with diamond pavé, while others are rendered solely in gold. The collection’s biggest
showstopper is a double-wrap choker with more than 300 diamonds. Also impressive are the double-wrap
bracelets that conceal the clasp as part of the knot motif.
SOURCE: Ashley Davis for National Jeweler

Section continues on Page 10
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Diamond District
Partnership News

CITY’S CONTROVERSIAL
FIFTH AVENUE BUSWAY PROPOSAL
SET FOR IMPLEMENTATION
There have been several developments in the
continuing saga of the Fifth Avenue. busway project.
For those who may still be unaware, the Fifth Avenue
busway project is a controversial proposal championed
by the Mayor of New York City and soon to be
implemented by the New York City Department of
Transportation (NYC-DOT). Once in effect, it will
effectively eliminate the flow of private vehicular
traffic along Fifth Avenue.
To do so, the city plans to widen the existing sidewalks
along Fifth Avenue, preserve the two bus lanes on the
west side of the avenue, install a bicycle lane on the east
side of the avenue, and force all private vehicles heading
DOT Fifth Avenue proposed busway. Image courtesy of NYC-DOT
southbound from Fifth Avenue and 57th Street to turn
off Fifth Avenue at either 56th or 55th and 46th and 45th. These changes will be further enforced with various
other turning restrictions set to be imposed in the coming months.
As stated above, the city’s goal is to effectively eliminate all vehicular access on Fifth Avenue except bicycles
and MTA buses. While there are some merits to the plan, the general consensus within the business community
is that the plan is being implemented too quickly; that it lacks sufficient input from the business community;
and that is already far short of the thorough evaluation necessary to determine its efficacy and to prevent
unintended consequences.
The Diamond District Partnership has been working for the past several months in collaboration with the
Grand Central Partnership, Fifth Avenue Association, Madison Avenue BID, and East Midtown Partnership,
Bryant Park Corporation, and 34th Street Partnership, and other stakeholders to advocate delaying the
implementation of the busway until an exhaustive study has been completed.
Unfortunately, despite our considerable efforts, the proposal received a crucial go-ahead from Community
Board 5 at its September 9th board meeting. Though not legally binding, the community board’s approval
provides the city with its desired clearance to proceed. We should expect the full implementation of the
proposal to be complete within the coming weeks.
We, together with our respective BID partners, intend to continue to advocate that the city slow its pace in
implementing the proposal, if not pause until the next mayoral administration is in office. It only seems right
to give our new mayor the opportunity to determine how this proposal fits within a comprehensive, citywide
traffic plan consistent with the new mayor’s priorities and vision.
As for now, please take a moment to review several diagrams and illustrations we’ve provided to help
familiarize yourself with the plan that will soon be in place.
10
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Fifth Avenue busway lane reduction diagram. Image courtesy of NYC-DOT

Fifth Avenue busway overhead. Image courtesy of NYC-DOT

Section Continued on page 16
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Small Business Workshop

TOP 5 REASONS WHY IT’S
TIME TO DEVELOP A DIGITAL
MARKETING STRATEGY
Growing any jewelry business, whether online
and in person, requires a strong marketing strategy
that answers these all important questions:

•Who is your audience?
•What is your message?
•Where does your audience live?
•When should you run your campaigns?
•Why should your audience choose you?
•How will you know your advertising is working?
These classic “Who, What, Where, When, Why, and How”
questions are the bedrock of traditional marketing and
apply just as much with today’s digital marketing.
Increasingly, when people think about digital marketing,
they think social media, such as Facebook, Instagram,
etc. But that’s only a part of the digital marketing mix.
Pay-per-click, display ads, re-targeting, SEO, and content
marketing are similarly critical components of
every digital sales strategy.

Here are the top 5 reasons why it’s time to develop a well-planned digital
marketing strategy:
1. It’s

How Your Jewelry Store Gets Noticed:
It’s all about digital. When considering that today’s average person spends three to four hours of
leisure time a day online, and that’s not counting work hours, it becomes clear that most of us are living
in a “digital-first” world.
Your audience isn’t flipping through magazines or watching traditional television anymore—it’s all
about scrolling through social media feeds and binge-watching streaming shows (without advertising).
If your jewelry store isn’t in front of your audience where they “live” every day, then you don’t exist.
You must break through!

12
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2. It’s

Measurable and Easily Tracked:
Traditional media (due to lack of measurement)
has always struggled to answer basic marketing
questions.
As newspapers, magazines, and even
billboards crumble and go out of business,
gone are the old ways of advertising. Their
power has eroded significantly.
But digital marketing—with real-time results
and accessible analytics—easily outperforms
even the most aggressive traditional marketing
campaign. Knowing your numbers is critical to
your success.

3. I t’s How Relationships Are Built with
the “New” Jewelry Consumer:
Digital marketing is a two-way medium:
it’s conversational, especially on Facebook,
Instagram and TikTok. You can get feedback
from your customers and instantly answer
any jewelry questions they might have.
You’re also no longer shouting your
message at them. You’re helping them choose
styles that match their taste or helping them
shop for a gift for a loved-one, and you’re able
to fully understand the latest jewelry trends
and what your audience likes.
You get to intimately know them just as
they get to know you! You build trust and
relationships.

4. I t Builds Your Jewelry Store’s Brand
Identity:
When you grow your digital marketing,
you’re growing your jewelry store’s brand.
The more times you can get in front of your
audience, the more they’ll remember your
name, especially when it comes time to buy
an engagement ring or even for a self-purchase
to reward oneself.
Half the battle in sales is name recognition.
If someone visits your jewelry website, you can

easily re-target them with digital billboards,
always keeping your name front and center.
You want to be top of mind when someone
thinks of buying jewelry.

5. I t’s Scalable and Can Grow as Big as
Your Dreams:
Digital marketing is infinitely scalable to
whatever your business goals are. The only
limitations are your knowledge and your
budget; both can be easily solved.
You have to invest in your marketing, and you
have to invest in the right experts who know
how to get the results that you’re looking for.
If you don’t have a lot of money to begin
with, you can start small and grow your digital
marketing campaigns as you increase sales.
Really, the only limit to your success is your
own desire. Your marketing should pay for itself.
Even if you think you know digital
marketing and have dabbled a bit online,
chances are you’re just skimming the surface.
Yes, most people intuitively know how to use
Facebook, Instagram, or Pinterest, but there’s
no guarantee that you’ll be able to learn how
to run effective ads on these platforms or keep
your costs
low. And you surely don’t want to overpay.
Remember, every dollar saved is a dollar
earned, which you didn’t have to go out and
replace.
No matter what stage you’re in—from
beginner marketer to digital marketing
expert—there’s always more to learn. Your
digital strategy should be the driving force
of your business.
Digital marketing has come a long way
over the past 20 years, and it’s not done yet.
As younger generations come of age, it will
only grow to become even more prominent
and critical to your jewelry store’s success.

SOURCE: Emmanuel Raheb for National Jeweler (Emmanuel Raheb is the CEO of Smart Age Solutions, a digital ad
agency and coveted Premier Google Partner. RAHEB HAS nearly 18 years of experience in digital marketing and
e-commerce strategy for both national jewelry brands and small business jewelry retailers.)
diamonddistrict.org
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In the News

Continued from page 5
The engagement ring picture that accompanied
announcement shows a classic emerald-cut diamond
set in yellow gold estimated to weigh about 2.5 carats.
A glimpse of Biden’s spectacular ring floored experts
who estimate its worth at $30,000.
Naomi Biden, 27, is the daughter of the president’s
son, Hunter Biden, and his ex-wife Kathleen Biden.
She is one of Joe Biden’s seven grandchildren.

SOURCE: James Ritchie for INSTORE Mag; Hollywood Life

Auction Date for Marie Antoinette
Diamonds Set for November
Christie’s expects to garner
up to $4 million for a pair of
diamond bracelets belonging
to Marie Antoinette, former
queen of France, at its Geneva
sale in November.
Marie Antoinette’s diamond
bracelets. Image courtesy of
Christie’s

The set, which contains 112
diamonds, will lead Christie’s
Magnificent Jewels sale. According to the auction house,
Antoinette purchased the bracelets in 1776 for what was
then an astronomically expensive 250,000 livres.
In 1791, Marie Antoinette smuggled the jewels out
of the country in a wooden chest by way of Count
Mercy-Argenteau, former ambassador of the Austrian
empire, returning home upon ending his diplomatic
post in France. Three years later, following the queen’s
violent demise by guillotine, Emperor Francis II of Austria
ordered the chest opened and its contents inventoried.
Marie Antoinette’s surviving daughter, Madame Royale,
received the jewels in 1796 upon her arrival in Austria.
The pieces have been ever since passed down through
her family.
“These exceptional and unique bracelets...will attract
bidding from collectors globally,” said François Curiel,
chairman of the luxury department at Christie’s. “As seen
in recent Geneva sales, the market for jewels of noble
provenance continues to perform extremely well.”
In 2018, Sotheby’s sold a natural-pearl and diamond
pendant belonging to Marie Antoinette for $36.2 million
against its $2 million high estimate. The entire collection
of 10 pieces belonging to the French queen raked in
$53.1 million, more than seven times its total presale high
valuation of $7 million.
SOURCE: Rapaport
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GIA Speaks Out About Fraudulent
Diamond Grading Reports in India
In mid-August, as
reported in the media, police
in Surat, India, uncovered a
fraudulent scheme involving
counterfeit inscriptions
linking lower-quality
diamonds to GIA diamond
grading reports for higher-quality stones. In the
investigation, police seized several diamonds and what
appeared to be several GIA diamond grading reports.
The police requested assistance from GIA India
Laboratory Pvt. Ltd. (GIA India) in determining the
characteristics of the seized diamonds and reports.
GIA India determined that some of the reports were
legitimate GIA reports, and some were counterfeits
using legitimate GIA report numbers. GIA India also
determined that of the diamonds presented with
reports stating they were natural, untreated diamonds,
most were treated or laboratory-grown diamonds.
GIA India is continuing to cooperate with local
authorities. In addition, GIA India requested the
police conduct the necessary investigations and take
the necessary steps to identify and arrest the perpetrators
of these malicious acts against GIA and the innocent
people who this fraud may have deceived.
This unfortunate situation reinforces why it is
important, especially in any transaction where the buyer
does not have a trusted relationship with the seller, to
have the diamond grading report updated by GIA before
completing a purchase.
SOURCE: GIA

Mastercard Forecasts Huge U.S.
Holiday Sales Splurge
U.S. jewelry sales are
primed for a huge jump
during the traditional
two-month holiday period,
according to Mastercard
SpendingPulse, as consumers
have cash saved up.
As such, revenue from the category are expected to
grow 59% year on year from November 1 to December
24 and 53% over 2019’s total, according to the
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company’s most recent spending forecast. The forecast
also predicts spending over the “75 days of Christmas”
from October 11 to December 24, jewelry sales to climb
60% versus 2020 and 55% compared to two years ago.
“Fueled in part by pent-up savings and government
stimulus, consumers have the desire and the means to
spend,” Mastercard noted. “Over the last six months, the
luxury retail and jewelry sectors have been experiencing
some of the strongest...growth. That is anticipated to
continue through the holidays.”
The company predicted total retail sales for the
traditional festive period would rise 7% over last year,
and 11% over 2019, with online revenue up 8% relative
to 2020 and 57% from two years ago.
Retailers will likely begin holiday sales early due to
potential supply-chain and labor-shortage issues that
may impact the shopping season, Mastercard said. While
e-commerce will remain strong, in-store shopping is
expected to see a rebound, with the company projecting
7% year-on-year growth.
“This holiday season will be defined by early
shopping, bigger price tags and digital experiences,”
said Mastercard senior adviser Steve Sadove. “Over the
past two years, retailers have learned a lot about what
shoppers want and need, bringing us into an exciting
new age of retail resilience. Retailers have been preparing
for this moment and will find innovative ways to
deliver on what’s bound to be the biggest holiday
shopping season yet.”
SOURCE: Rapaport

Windfall Sale Expected for 17th Century
Evil-Resistant Eyeglasses
Sotheby’s anticipates
multiple millions of dollars for
two jewel-encrusted pairs of
17th-century spectacles. Worn
by nobles during the Mughal
Empire, the lenses are made
Mughal Empire spectacles
from diamond and emerald.
protect wearers from evil
According to Sotheby’s, the
and expected to sell for $3.5
million each. Image courtesy of
glasses—which will go on
Sotheby's
display in New York, London,
and Hong Kong in October—were designed to help the
wearer ward off evil.

know, there are no others like them,” he said in a
statement.
Part of the rarity of the lenses is due to the size of
the gemstones encrusted within them. In one pair, the
“Halo of Light” features lenses which are believed to
have been taken from a 200-carat diamond that was
found in Golconda. Sotheby’s estimates the original
diamond was “possibly the largest ever found.”
The lenses used for the second pair, which are
referred to as the “Gate of Paradise,” were reportedly
cut from a Colombia emerald weighing over 300 carats.
The size of the stones suggests that the glasses were
owned by an emperor or a high-ranking courtier.
The gems were highly valued in Islamic and Indic
traditions. According to Gibbs, they were believed to
have spiritual properties. Green is a color associated
with paradise and salvation in Islam. This is also the
color of the eyeglasses that had been worn by the
Mughal rulers. Gibbs believes the designs of the frames
were most likely influenced by the people who visited
the Mughal court in Europe and the Jesuit missionaries
who lived in the area.
Emperor Nero, for instance, was said to have worn
green gemstone lenses to ward off the sight of the
blood in the Roman gladiator games. King Charles V
of France may have worn beryl spectacles during the
14th century. In the same period, a Mughal emperor,
Shah Jahan, is said to have worn emeralds to soothe
his tired eyes after weeping for days following the
death of his wife Mumtaz Mahal—for whom he built
the Taj Mahal as a tomb.
The Mughal Empire was known for its fine jewelry
making. These spectacles are an example of the
country's skilled jewelers. During that time, the region
was home to some of the most advanced gem cutting
techniques.
According to Gibbs, the creation of these lenses
required a level of scientific and technical expertise
that was not available in other areas. “There is a huge
risk involved with the cutting of the stone and the size,”
he added. “If it goes wrong, you lose the stone.”
According to Sotheby’s, the two pairs of glasses
will be sold for between $2.5 million to nearly
$5 million.
SOURCE: Brooke Beery for Optometry Times; CNN

Edward Gibbs, head of Sotheby's Middle East and
India, said that the spectacles are an exceptionally rare
examples of Mughal jewelry craftsmanship. “As far as we
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Diamond District
Partnership News

Continued from page 11

OVERNIGHT SECURITY DETAIL
SPOTS AND REPORTS FIRE
Smoke pouring from a crevice behind a storefront at 30 W.47th
Street caught the attention of our Diamond District Partnership
supplemental security detail during a routine patrol in the early
morning of September 14th.
An immediate call to the NYC Fire Department brought multiple
firefighting units to immediately extinguish the fire. Though it
remains unclear what started the fire, it is clear that given time to
burn, the district would have suffered immense damage to multiple
building facades.

FDNY on 47th
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Fire in wall

We always appreciate our FDNY first responders for keeping
our district safe from fire. We also must count this episode among
innumerable others of how the supplemental services our BID
provides to the Diamond District benefit our property and
business owners, employees and customers.
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Seminars Open to All
Online & In-Person Seminars
• Developed for Gem and Jewelry Professionals
• GIA Alumni Receive a 10% Discount
•

GIA.edu/ContEd-Seminars

©GIA 2021. GIA® is a registered trademark of Gemological Institute of America, Inc. Continuing education offerings offered by the GIA Alumni Association, LLC., are considered avocational or recreational in nature and are not intended to prepare
individuals for entry-level employment. They are non-credit bearing and do not lead to a GIA academic credential. They are not eligible for state or federal student financial aid programs and do not fall under the approval of the Accrediting

diamonddistrict.org
Commission of Career Schools and Colleges (ACCSC) or the Distance Education Accrediting Commission (DEAC).
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Crime Report

Jewelers Robbed of $145,000
in Connecticut Home Invasion
The owners of a Wethersfield,
Connecticut jewelry store told
state police that three men
broke into their home on an
early Saturday morning this past
September and robbed them at
gunpoint of $140,000 in cash
and jewelry.
Nobody was injured in the robbery, police said. Police
are releasing very few details and are not disclosing the
victims’ identities, nor the name of their store.
When police responded to the 911 call just before 4:00
AM, the residents reported that three men in black clothing
had forced their way into the home and tied them up.
“During the interaction, one of the males allegedly
pointed a firearm at the head of one of the residents
and demanded money,” police said.
The homeowners turned over about $100,000 worth of
jewelry and $45,000 in cash, police said. The perpetrators
have not yet been caught.
SOURCE: Don Stacom for Hartford Courant

Paris Police Make Two Arrests
In Bulgari Jewelry Heist

Police outside Bulgari after
arresting two diamond thieves.
Image courtesy of AP Rafael
Yaghobzadeh

Paris police took into
custody at least two alleged
armed robbers who tried to
make away with a reported
$11.6 million in jewelry from a
Bulgari store in the French
capital, according to law
enforcement officials.

Three sharply dressed robbers,
who were allegedly carrying firearms, entered the Bulgari
boutique in the Place Vendôme on a Tuesday morning in
early September. They reportedly seized the jewelry before
fleeing in a gray BMW. Four other accomplices left on
scooters, Reuters reported.
Police officers chasing the robbers fired at the
vehicle, causing them to flee on foot before being caught.
Two people were arrested, the Paris Police Prefecture said.
One person was shot in the leg before being arrested, the
Associated Press reported. Prosecutors are investigating
the heist, and a search for the accomplices is underway.
It is not immediately clear how much jewelry the
remaining robbers got away with, though some of those
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detained had ditched portions of their hauls before
getting arrested, according to Reuters.
A Bulgari spokesman said that there were no injuries
sustained as a result of the robbery. “Bulgari will now
leave the police and justice department to carry out their
investigations,” he said.
The Bulgari burglary comes after several jewelry stores
in Paris were recently robbed. On July 27, a man stole
jewelry worth up to $3.5 million from a Chaumet boutique;
suspects were arrested the next day, and police said at the
time that most of the stolen goods had been recovered.
Three days later, two men armed with an electric
shotgun and tear gas seized around $470,000 in goods
from a Dinh Van store.
The Place Vendôme, one of Paris’s most luxurious
districts, has been a particular favorite of robbers. In 2018,
five men hooded in ski masks and armed with axes stole
millions of dollars’ worth of jewelry from a shop at the
Ritz hotel.
SOURCE: Washington Post, Associated Press; Reuters

$11 Billion in Gold Entered India
Illegally Last Year—Most Stashed Inside
Wigs, Jeans, and Shoes
A man arriving at Kannur
International Airport in Kerala
in southern India caught the
attention of a sharp-eyed
customs officials. After a quick
search, authorities found a thin
Indian customs face great
layer of gold dust made into a
challenges in their fight against
paste
and painted onto the inner
smuggled gold. Image courtesy
of MarketWatch
lining of his pants. The value of
the 302 grams of gold dust in his pants—about $20,000.
Just another normal day for customs officials in a
country that has become one of the world’s biggest gold
smuggling centers.
In 2020, Indian officials say they seized $185 million
worth of gold smuggled into the country. This, they say,
is a drop in the bucket; experts estimate that around
one-fifth of the 1,000 tons of gold that entered India
last year arrived illegally. That’s equal to about $11 billion,
which puts India not only at the heart of the world’s gold
manufacturing sector, but also at the heart of an illicit
supply chain with tentacles that extend around the globe.
The reason is simple: India is one of the largest
consumers of gold in the world but isn’t even in the top
50 in terms of production. Officials believe that high
tariffs on gold imports have resulted in a booming
Vol. 135 | October 2021
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smuggling industry.

the organization wrote in a report in 2019.

“Needless to say, the increase in the incidence of duty
on imported gold has incentivized the smuggling of the
yellow metal,” India’s Directorate of Revenue Intelligence
wrote in its annual report on smuggling last year.

SOURCE: Lukas I. Alpert for MarketWatch

One of the most frequent ways of getting the gold
into the country is on the bodies of air passengers flying
in from the United Arab Emirates, which is one of the
world’s largest gold hubs, officials say.
Smugglers typically enlist Indian guest workers in
the Middle East to carry the contraband home stashed
in a variety of ways. Customs officials say they often find
gold packed in capsules inserted in a passenger’s rectum,
hidden under elaborate wigs, woven into the stitching of
suitcases, or affixed to feet and underwear.
In one case last year, 30 kilograms of gold worth
more than $2 million was found in a diplomatic courier
bag, sparking a political scandal.
Many Indian workers in the Middle East hail from
the state of Kerala, so airports there have emerged as
hotspots for smuggling, with seizures occurring nearly
every day, officials say. Last year, customs agents say,
they nabbed a record 540 kilograms of gold in the state
alone — more than double the figure from the previous
year, and about a fifth of all that was seized in the country.
A considerable amount of illegal gold is also smuggled
by land over the country’s eastern border with Bangladesh,
customs officials say.
Much of the imported gold ends up being used for
domestic purposes. India is home to a huge jewelry
industry, and gold has long had strong cultural and
economic significance, being used to celebrate milestones
like births and weddings, as well as a secure way to
stockpile wealth during periods of financial instability.
Impact, a Canadian non-government organization
that tracks the sourcing of minerals and precious stones
from conflict zones, estimates that all the gold held by
individuals in India is greater than that held by the central
banks of the United States, all Eurozone countries and
China combined.
But around 20% of the jewelry manufactured in India
is exported and sold all over the world, including in the
U.S., Impact says. The organization says that given the
amount of gold being smuggled into India, it is almost
certain that some of it originates from conflict zones,
particularly in Africa.
“This puts India not only at the heart of the world’s
gold manufacturing sector, but also at the heart of an illicit
supply chain with tentacles that extend around the globe,”
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Carpet Cleaner the Culprit in a Spree
of Nebraska Home Burglaries

Carpet cleaner Dale Simmons
arrested for a string of jewelry
thefts. Image courtesy of
Beatrice PD

Beatrice, Nebraska police
are interviewing residents
who’ve had their carpets
cleaned recently. If they have,
police say there’s a good
chance they’re going to be
missing more than dust mites.

The unusual investigation
stems from a rash of residential
thefts over the summer. The thefts largely consisted
of jewelry and collectible coins. As they began to
Detectives began sensing a pattern of robberies that
exclude all homes but those owned by customers of
Heaven’s Best Carpet Cleaning, specifically those
services by a certain Dale Simmons.
The first theft was reported to police July 4, after 40
silver coins and four gold coins were found to be missing.
Arrest documents state that Simmons, 65, had been in
the victim’s residence cleaning carpet around the time
the coins went missing.
Police later learned that Simmons had sold two gold
coins and one silver coin matching the description to
Beatrice Gold and silver, a local buyer of precious metals.
Soon after, say police, Simmons sold a matching set of
coins at a nearby pawn shop.
Arrest documents state Simmons sold other jewelry
items to various shops for a total of $9,800. In late
August, two more victims came forward to report rings
were missing. Both victims told police Simmons had been
in their residences cleaning carpets. Detectives then
learned that Simmons sold rings to Beatrice Gold and
Silver for a total of $2,650 the same day after cleaning
both residences.
Soon after another Simmons carpet cleaning customer
reported several thousand dollars in cash missing from
their residence, Simmons having been spotted driving a
vehicle, placed under arrest for felony theft.
While inventorying the vehicle, police found a 9mm
handgun in a bag on the passenger side floorboard,
a bag containing a white, powdery substance, and
about $1,100 in cash.
SOURCE: Lincoln Journal Star
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Get vaccinated
vaccinated today! CO
COVID-19 vaccines are
are
available now for people age 12 and older.
older.
580 Fifth Avenue, Suite 323
New York, NY 10036
(212) 302-5739
www.diamonddistrict.org

COVID-19 vaccines are safe and effective,
including against the new variants.

You may experience some side effects.

Common side effects include arm soreness,
Scientists used decades of research for other
headache, body aches, tiredness and fever.
vaccines to develop COVID-19 vaccines. The
Serious side effects are very rare. The vaccines
vaccines went through large clinical studies
do not contain the virus that causes COVID-19,
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